
 

 
Mixed Practice Veterinarian 
  
Young is thriving and we’d love a new vet to join our fabulous team! 
  
At Young Veterinary Clinic we live by our core values and have developed a strong 
clinic culture that means: 
 

● Animals come first 

● We’re all in this together so teamwork is a must 

● Opportunities for growth and learning are available and encouraged 

● We like to have fun whilst providing high quality veterinary care for our valued 

clients 

We are a fast paced, enthusiastic mixed practice and we are looking for the person that 

will fit into our team. At Young Veterinary Clinic you will work with senior clinical vets 
with varied special interests to help you advance your skills. We actively encourage you 

to continue your education through workshops, courses and conferences. You will 
promote veterinary medicine and surgery. Your day will begin with our team of vets 

coming together for clinical rounds discussing the current cases under our care. Then 

whether consulting, performing routine day surgery, hitting the road for some large 
animal calls or assisting in some high end orthopaedic surgery, the variety is endless. 

You are supported by an experienced and skilled nursing team and will be part of a 
team that is constantly moving forward. 

  
We have all of the equipment necessary to perform high standards of care including 

digital X-Ray with floating table, full inhouse IDEXX suite of machines, Storz endoscopy, 
ultrasound, Minividas progesterone, video microscopy. 

 
We are looking for someone who has: 
 

● A can do personality and is optimistic about life 

● Excellent communication skills and finds it easy to build relationships with people 

 



 

● An empathetic nature and yet understands why we need to balance the needs of 

the Pet, Client, Team and Owners 

● Time management skills and the ability to prioritise tasks whilst still being flexible 

to cope with the emergency that comes in the door 

 
Our package includes 4 weeks annual leave, 1 week paid conference leave, a 4 
day working week with shared after hours, fully equipped work vehicle with 
phone, well remunerated after hours pay and generous above award salary 
depending on experience. 
 

Why Young? 
Young Veterinary Clinic is situated in Young, in the highly productive south west slopes 

region of NSW less than 2 hours from Canberra. Young is a vibrant, progressive 
regional centre with award-winning coffee and eateries. Leave shopping malls behind 

and step into the sunlight of Young’s vibrant centre with exclusive boutiques, hair and 
beauty salons, 3 supermarkets, gourmet butchers and plenty more. The town supports 

a strong cultural and musical community as well as many sporting clubs. There is a 

well-resourced hospital and medical centre and great schools for the kids. The 
successful applicant would be highly encouraged (and expected) to engage in all that 
Young and surrounds have to offer. 

Young is renowned as the cherry capital of Australia, venture into the orchards to pick 

your own or stop by one of the many roadside stalls to fill the car with the sweet aroma 
of cherries and cherry pies. Young is also famous as having the first electricity supply in 

the British Empire, before the state capitals….even before London!! 

How to Apply  
Applications can be addressed to Dr David Woodward and emailed to 
monique@youngvetclinic.com.au or for enquiries phone the clinic on (02) 6382 
5155 for further information. 

 


